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little in his plays—he could rather describe it than put it into action. I have said all this, Sir, only to point out to you what a field is open for you—and though so many subjects, almost all the known, are exhausted, nature is inexhaustible, and genius can achieve anything. We have a language far more energic, and more sonorous too, than the French. Shakespeare could do what he would with it in its unpolished state. Milton gave it pomp from the Greek, and softness from the Italian; Waller now and then, here and there, gave it the elegance of the French. Dryden poured music into it; Prior gave it ease; and Gray used it masterly for either elegy or terror. Examine, Sir, the powers of a language you command, and let me again recommend to you a diction of your own16, at least in some one play. The majesty of Paradise Lost would have been less imposing, if it had been written in the style of The Essay on Man. Pope pleases, but never surprises; and astonishment is one of the springs of tragedy. Coups de theatre, like the sublime one in Mahomet, have infinite effect. The incantations in Macbeth, that almost border on the burlesque, are still terrible. What French criticism can wound the ghosts of Hamlet or Banquo ? Scorn rules, Sir, that cramp genius, and substitute delicacy to imagination in a barren language. Shall we not soar, because the French dare not rise from the ground ?
You seem to possess the tender. The terrible is still more easy, at least I know to me. In all my tragedy, Adeliza contents me the least. Contrasts, though mechanic too, are very striking; and though Moliere was a comic writer, he might give lessons to a tragic. But I have passed all bounds; and yet shall be glad if you can cull one useful
16 Mi. Jephson followed this advice     —The Law of Lombaray was per-in his Law of Lonibardy—but was     formed at Drury Lane in .Feb. 1779 not happy in his attempt.    Walpole.

